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New: The SPE Online Plastics Encyclopedia
SPE members can learn from the collective wisdom
of plastics experts around the world—and add to the
global plastics knowledge base—through the SPE
Online Plastics Encyclopedia, the Society’s newest
knowledge-sharing tool.

technology or polymer science. No matter what your
area or level or expertise,
you have something valuable to add to the industry’s
knowledge base.

The SPE Online Plastics Encyclopedia provides
definitions, links to recent patents, journal articles,
books, and discussions on hundreds of subjects categorized using SPE’s unique plastics taxonomy. This
dynamic and growing resource is made up of the
individual contributions—large and small—of SPE
members.

As an SPE member, you
can add to the
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Encyclopedia by contributMembership
ing your own knowledge
tgebauer@4spe.org
on a particular topic, wikistyle, or by participating in
discussions on information contributed by other
members. Your input can be as quick and simple as
This is where you come in.
suggesting a new topic, posting a comment to correct
We’re still in the process of building this interactive an error, or providing further elucidation of a topic.
tool, and we need member input and expertise—your Or you can become more involved by applying to
input and expertise—to become the topic-based tech- become a contributor and helping develop the site.
nical resource for the plastics industry. Every one of
Help us make the SPE Online Plastics
our members is an expert in some aspect of plastics
Encyclopedia the “go to” resource for
SPE members and other plastics professionals. Check out the Encyclopedia
today—and see what you can learn and
contribute.
How To Use This Benefit: Visit the
SPE website at www.4spe.org. Click on
the Online Plastics Encyclopedia link in
the Technical Resources section of the
homepage. Browse the Encyclopedia
using keywords or the directory. Or
share your own insights and expertise by
following the directions to become an
Encyclopedia contributor, or post a
comment on any topic.
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